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Comment Ning Zhu

The chapter documents the corporate savings rate at Chinese companies, 
compares such savings rate with companies from all over the world, and 
concludes that there is not much difference amid corporate savings between 
Chinese and international companies.

This is a very important and timely question. From an academic research 
perspective, understanding whether China’s “high” savings rate is driving 
the legend of Chinese economic development helps understand whether the 
“East Asian Development Model” works in a broader context and bigger 
economy. To international economists, more precise understanding of the 
imbalance in savings rate across countries holds the key to understanding 
international capital fl ow and asset allocation.

It is important to point out that the question is also becoming an impor-
tant one in policy debate and research. During the recent global fi nancial 
crisis, US Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson made the following comments: 
“In the years leading up to the crisis, super- abundant savings from fast- 
growing emerging nations such as China and oil exporters . . . put downward 
pressure on yields and risk spread everywhere.” (see http:// www .rothstein
economics .com/ Paulson .pdf) As a result, it is critical that scholars and 
policy researchers reach an agreement on whether the Chinese (corporate) 
savings rate is outstandingly high compared to other countries at similar 
development stage and if  so, what is driving such a high savings rate.

Within China itself, how to stimulate domestic consumption has become 
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one of the most important issues in China’s attempt to transition into its 
next- stage development that relies less on export and labor- intensive manu-
facturing sectors. One crucial step of obtaining this objective is to release 
the high level of savings from banks into the market. Most of the current 
efforts have been targeted at promoting consumer fi nance and stimulating 
household consumption. However, according some recent studies’ claim 
(i.e., Hofman and Kuijs 2008), China’s high savings rate is largely driven by 
the high savings rate in the corporate sector. If  this is the case, it seems that 
Chinese government policy should be geared toward lowering the corporate 
savings rate (i.e., through resources tax and dividend tax), instead of reduc-
ing household savings and encouraging household consumption.

The chapter produces some novel and potentially provocative fi ndings. 
Unlike the extant studies, it shows that the savings rate at Chinese corpora-
tions is not signifi cantly higher than the savings rate at corporations in other 
countries. Instead, the fi ndings suggest that the corporate savings rate in 
China is indeed lower than those in other countries, by almost 20 percent 
in some extreme years. Such conclusions leave the household savings and 
government savings as the major reasons for Chinese high savings rate.

One major novelty of the study is that, unlike most extant studies that 
take a macro- level fl ow- of-fund approach, the current chapter takes a micro 
fi rm- level cross- country approach. Apparently, examining fi rm level behav-
ior not only has the promise of  digging into microeconomic behavior at 
different fi rms but also can afford the opportunity to understand how differ-
ences in fi rm characteristics may explain the variations in corporate saving 
behavior, possibly across different countries.

It is important to point out that there is not a one- size- fi ts- all criterion for 
the optimal savings rate at the national level or the corporate level. Appar-
ently, savings rate can fl uctuate over economic cycles and depend heavily on 
the economic conditions that fi rms go through. As a result, examining sav-
ings rate at fi rm level in a panel- analysis framework provides unique oppor-
tunities to control for such variations and the chapter may gain sharper 
focus on the question of whether Chinese corporate savings rate is higher, 
by global standards.

Another benefi t of utilizing the world scope data is that the data source 
takes some effort to ensure that the fi nancial data at fi rm level are somewhat 
comparable across countries. Therefore, in addition to variations at country 
level, many of which are endogenous, the current study can also control for 
some fi rm level variations across the country, which should make interpreta-
tion of the results more precise.

One question that arises in reconciling the fi ndings in the current study 
and extant literature is that, conceptually, if  the micro- level data at fi rm 
level are perfectly representative of the macro- level fl ow- of-fund data, one 
would expect the two data sources to generate consistent, if  not the same, 
results. After all, the fl ow- of-fund data are the national- level aggregation of 
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the fi rm level data. So what can explain the considerable differences between 
these two approaches?

I think that there are three potentially responsible reasons.
First, as the chapter points out, profi ts at listed companies make up 

37.7 percent of GDP and 36.3 percent of all enterprise profi ts in China in 
2008. Because listed companies tend to be the more successful among all 
companies, it is conceivable that listed companies may have greater invest-
ment opportunities and hence make up a smaller fraction of total savings 
and investments than their shares in enterprise profi ts. Hence, it is possible 
that the listed companies in China are representative of only a minority of 
Chinese companies when one examines corporate savings rate.

Second, it is worth pointing out that listed companies may display dif-
ferent savings behavior, particularly in the context of  Chinese economic 
transition from their unlisted counterparts. It is commonly believed that 
unlisted companies are more likely to retain operating cash fl ow, because of 
the lack of short- term earnings pressure and lack of short- term shareholder 
monitoring. Such a pattern may be particularly strong in China because the 
parent companies of many listed state owned enterprises (SOEs) are them-
selves SOEs and face relatively weak corporate governance and monitoring. 
As a result, such parent companies, which make up a large fraction of the 
GDP, may have the incentives to hold a higher level of savings and retain 
greater private benefi ts than their listed subsidiaries.

Finally, even though the chapter has done a very careful job in comparing 
and contrasting key savings/ payout decisions by state- owned enterprises 
and non- state- owned enterprises, the question still remains as to whether 
listed SOEs and listed non- SOEs are equally representative of their unlisted 
counterparts. Because a much larger fraction of SOEs become listed than 
non- SOEs, the sample of listed non- SOEs tend to be less representative of 
all non- SOE fi rms, which indeed make up an increasingly larger fraction 
of the economy. Because such listed non- SOEs may not fairly represent the 
bulk majority of unlisted non- SOEs, inferences based on only listed com-
panies may lead to misrepresentative conclusions due to data availability.

In sum, the chapter has made some new and very important discoveries 
about corporate savings rate in China at the micro level for the fi rst time. 
Unfortunately, because of  the data limitation, the controversy regarding 
the high level of corporate savings in China would have to be resolved later 
when more data, especially micro- level corporate savings data for nonlisted 
companies, become available.
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